would be confounded with $\sigma^2_f$. An increase in $\sigma^2_f$ would have the effect of increasing $h^2_i$ and $h^2_d$ to an unknown degree.

The advantage of obtaining variance components from an unselected population means they will not be biased as a result of selection for one or a number of traits. Unbiased estimates of heritabilities and genetic correlations allows the construction of more accurate mathematic models. Such models can then be used to investigate the implications of various selection scenarios in terms of direct and indirect selection which are not possible when variance components are inherently biased.

**Conclusions**

Based on the analysis of height and diameter data collected from a large population of half-sib progeny of known single origin growing at just one site over a 23-year period, certain conclusions can be drawn regarding heritability, age:age correlations and optimum selection ages in Sitka spruce.

Individual tree heritabilities are higher for early height traits than for later diameter traits. Family heritabilities are little changed across years regardless of whether the trait is height or diameter. Genetic correlations for early height traits with the selection goal of DM23 were all greater than 0.60 beyond HT03 and then 0.80 beyond HT08. All diameter traits (DM10 to DM19) had a genetic correlation with DM23 in excess of 0.90.

Generation efficiency ($Q_{gen}$) for individual tree selection reached a peak at HT09 due to rising genetic correlations and high individual tree heritabilities compared to the breeding goal of DM23. Since family heritability varied only slightly across ages, $Q_{gen}$ for family selection did not exceed that achievable at DM23.

$Q_{gen}$ for individual tree selection was maximised by selecting for HT09 assuming a selection goal of DM23, although there was little loss in efficiency through indirect selection for HT07. $Q_{var}$ for family selection peaked at HT05. If the delay ($d$) taken to establish the next generation of genetic tests could be reduced to 5 years, then $Q_{gen}$ for individual tree selection would be reduced to HT06.

Estimated $Q_{gen}$ based on various LAMBERT regression equations assuming a selection goal of 40-year height or diameter tended to reflect the results from DM23 selection goal. The most optimistic LAMBERT regression equation involved genetic correlations of juvenile height with mature diameter ($r_{AHD}$) against LAR. This model predicted an optimum individual tree selection age of 7 to 9 years height when $d =$ variable and family-mean selection age of 3 to 4 year height when $d = 5$ years.

Based on these conclusions it would appear that for practical purposes indirect selections for family-mean mid-rotation diameter can be safely made based on 5-year height, whereas individual tree mid-rotation diameter should be delayed a further 2 to 4 years.
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Abstract

Formulae for gene diversity measured by status number (group coancestry) for seeds collected from a single clone in a clonal seed orchard were derived. The formulae considered: number of seeds collected, ratio of seeds from selfing, fertility variation of pollen parents, relatedness among pollen parents and amount of pollination by alien fathers from outside the seed orchard (pollen contamination). The results showed that
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the status number of seeds collected from a single clone generally varied between 2 and 4 in most cases. Typically it was close to 4, thus close to that of an “ideal” half-sib family. Relatedness among pollen parents and selfing decreased status number and gene diversity while pollen contamination increased it. Effect of the level of pollen contamination and fertility variation among pollen parents on gene diversity of crops from the same seed parent was usually small. High degree of relatedness and selfing can be important. If there were few pollen parents, the gene diversity depended greatly on relatedness, selfing and fertility variation. However, if there were many pollen parents (about 10 or more), these factors were not important. The influence of the number of pollen parents was discussed.

**Key words:** gene diversity, status number, single-family, fertility variation, pollen contamination, clonal seed orchard

**Introduction**

In first generation seed orchards, a large number of parents have been used to retain high diversity and flexibility at the later stages and to counteract possible negative effects of fertility variations among parents. If there is equal fertility, there will also be an equal size of family in the orchard crops. However, it has been proved that there is no equal fertility among orchard parents, and unequal contribution leads to faster accumulation of relatedness and inbreeding in their offspring (Erikksson et al., 1973; Harju, 1995; Kler, 1996; Kang and Lindgren, 1998; Bila, 2000).

Genetically improved stock shows not only outstanding growth but may sometimes also be linked to lower infection from diseases (Li et al., 1999). The quality of the seed crop from seed orchards depends on many factors of interest from a genetic point of view, such as genetic value and relatedness of parents, pollination processes within the orchard, pollination by alien pollen, amount of selfing and unequal contribution among parents (Paule et al., 1993).

In the southeast USA and elsewhere, foresters use seeds collected from a single clone in clonal seed orchards for the establishment of individual stands for many years at a large scale (Duchan and Williams, 1988; McKean et al., 1997). Many companies are exclusively using single clone harvests for their plantations: the family block plantation system. In the family block plantation system, the identity of each maternal parent is retained for the half-sib family seed from the orchard through plantation establishment. Genotype x environmental (family x site) interaction is considered for the maximizing of the use of family block plantation. The best families should thus be planted on the best sites (McKean et al., 1997; Li et al., 1999).

The advantages of the single block plantation system over conventional orchard seed bulking are the following: easier management of seeds, seedlings and forests (in particular easier to manage nursery crops); getting more homogenous product; better controlling and monitoring; and better utilization of the best material. Harvesting by maternal parents in the seed orchard also increases genetic gain over the orchard mix because it permits seeds of the highest genetic value to be used first (Lindgren and El-Kassaby, 1989). In many European countries and some other countries, however, such kind of forestation is not encouraged or not allowed (Muhls, 1993). The main reason seems to be concerns on the reduced gene diversity.

OECD scheme, for example, gives the minimum requirement for the approval of reforestation materials (OECD, 1974). The purpose of the requirement is to ensure the consistency and high genetic diversity of forest reproductive materials (Kang et al., 2001b). To be certified as a qualified category, seed orchards should be managed and seed harvested in such a way that the objective of the orchard is attained, as to maximize genetic gain and keep gene diversity high. Bondesson and Lindgren (1993) proposed the use of optimal balancing between gain and diversity for optimizing the objective of seed orchard. In practice, however, orchard managers may try to increase gains by utilizing the best clones and produce homogeneous seedlings at a reduction in diversity.

The aims of the current study are to derive formulae on gene diversity (group coancestry and status number) of single-family seeds considering relatedness, fertility variation, selfing and pollen contamination, and to discuss the effect of such factors on gene diversity of the seeds from a single mother.

**Theory**

Formulae are derived for the calculation of gene diversity, measured by status number and group coancestry, of orchard crop from the same mother. The formula is for the case under which relatedness and fertility variation among trees, selfing and pollen contamination are assumed in seed production. For the case under which no relatedness is assumed to exist between trees, the formula is simplified from the former case. Orchard clones and alien fathers are assumed to be non-inbred.

Seeds are collected from one clone in a clonal seed orchard, which may be pollinated by orchard fathers (including selfing) or by contaminating pollen (alien pollen donators). The strobilus of pine receives pollen continuously during its receptive period. Of several pollen grains reaching ovule, however, only one succeeds in fertilizing the seed. A mature, pollinated cone will contain seeds of various paternal origins. Therefore, the relationship among the seeds can include selfing, relatives and sib-ships such as half-sib and full sib. Based on those cases, we define:

\[ N \]  \quad \text{Total number of seeds collected from a seed parent},

\[ S \]  \quad \text{Ratio of seeds resulted from selfing},

\[ M \]  \quad \text{Ratio of seeds pollinated by alien pollen (pollen contamination)},

\[ n_i \]  \quad \text{Number of seeds produced by out-crossing between orchard clone } i \text{ and the seed parent},

\[ a_m \]  \quad \text{Number of seeds pollinated by an alien father } m \text{ from outside the orchard},

\[ f_w \]  \quad \text{Relatedness among clones within the seed orchard},

\[ f_a \]  \quad \text{Relatedness among alien fathers outside the seed orchard},

\[ N_w \]  \quad \text{Number of fathers within the orchard (excluding the seed parent)},

\[ N_a \]  \quad \text{Number of alien fathers outside the orchard},

\[ \psi_w \]  \quad \text{Sibling coefficient (Kang and Lindgren, 1999), it refers to the fertility variation among orchard fathers (the seed parent is excluded)},

\[ \psi_a \]  \quad \text{Sibling coefficient correspondent to the fertility variation among alien fathers}

For convenience, we will use “selfed seeds” to refer to seeds from selfing, “non-selfed orchard seeds” to refer to out-crossing seeds produced by orchard pollen, and “contaminated seeds” to refer to seeds produced by alien pollen. Coancestry is the probability that two genes taken at random from two individuals are identical by descent (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). The coancestry consists of two parts; one is self-coancestry and the other is cross-coancestry.
Sum of self-coancestry

$$\sum \theta_{self} = 0.5SN + 0.5\sum n_i + 0.5NM$$

The three terms in this formula refer to the sum of self-coancestry from selfed seeds, non-selfed orchard seeds, and contaminated seeds, respectively. Note that the number of non-selfed orchard seeds, \(\Sigma n_i = N^2(1-M-S)\). So, the sum of self-coancestry equals to be \(0.5^2N\) in the seeds from non-inbred parents.

Sum of cross-coancestry

$$\sum \theta_{cross} = 0.5SN(SN-1)^2 + SN^2(0.5 + f_s)(1-M-S) + 0.5SNM \left[\frac{(0.5 + f_s)\Sigma n_i(n_i-1) + 0.25(3f_s + 0.5)\Sigma n_i^2 + 0.5NM^2(f_s + 0.25)(1-M-S) + 0.25\Sigma a_m(a_m - 1) + 0.25(f_s + 0.25)(N^2M^2 - \Sigma n_i^2)}{N^2} \right]$$

The sum of cross-coancestry (group cross-coancestry) includes all pair-wise coancestry (including reciprocal) except only self-coancestry from possible combinations of sib-ships from a single mother (Table 1). Under the idealized situation, group cross-coancestry will be the inbreeding of offspring from a plantation established by orchard seeds.

Group coancestry

Group coancestry (\(\Theta\)) is the sum of the above two parts (i.e., \(\sum \theta_{self}\) and \(\sum \theta_{cross}\)) divided by \(N^2\) as follows,

$$\Theta = \frac{0.25(1-S)}{N^2} + \frac{0.25(0.5 - f_s)\Sigma a_m^2}{N^2} + \frac{0.25(0.5 - f_s)\Sigma n_i^2}{N^2} + \frac{0.25M^2(f_s + f_c) - 4Mf_c + 3f_s + 0.5 + S(1 - 2f_s - f_cS + 0.5S)}{N^2}$$

With replacement sibling coefficients \((\psi_s\) and \(\psi_w)\) derived from Kang and Lindgren (1999) into the formula (see Appendix); \(\Sigma a_m^2 = \psi_w N^2M^2/N_a\) and \(\Sigma n_i^2 = \psi_w N^2(1-M-S))/N_w\), we will get,

$$\Theta = \frac{0.25(1-S)}{N^2} + \frac{0.25(0.5 - f_s)\Sigma a_m^2}{N^2} + \frac{0.25(0.5 - f_s)\Sigma n_i^2}{N^2} + \frac{0.25M^2(f_s + f_c) - 4Mf_c + 3f_s + 0.5 + S(1 - 2f_s - f_cS + 0.5S)}{N^2}$$

In general, almost infinite numbers of seeds are collected from the seed orchard. So, group coancestry can be simplified when assuming a large number of seed collected (\(N \rightarrow \infty\)) as follows,

$$\Theta = \frac{0.25(0.5 - f_s)M^2}{N_s} + \frac{(0.5 - f_s)\psi_w M^2}{N_w} + \frac{0.25(0.5 - f_s)\psi_w(1-M-S)^2}{N_w} + \frac{0.25M^2(f_s + f_c) - 4Mf_c + 3f_s + 0.5 + S(1 - 2f_s - f_cS + 0.5S)}{N_w}$$

If there is no relatedness among parents (i.e., \(f_s = f_c = 0\)), the formula will then be simplified as,

$$\Theta = \frac{0.125 \psi_w M^2}{N_s} + \frac{0.125(1-M-S)^2}{N_w} + \frac{0.125}{(1+S)^2}$$

Status number

Lindgren et al. (1996) defined status number \((N_s)\) as the half the inverse of group coancestry as follows,

$$N_s = \frac{0.5}{\Theta}$$

We will use their approach to calculate the status number of seeds from the same mother based on the group coancestry calculations under two different situations. One is for the case under which relatedness, fertility variation, selfing and pollen contamination are assumed to exist among parents in the seed production (formula [1]), the other is for the simple case under which no relatedness among trees is assumed (formula [2]).

Results and discussion

If there is no relatedness among parents

The results under the situation of where trees were unrelated and non-inbred \((f_s = f_c = 0)\) are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1. For comparison to an ideal situation (i.e., equal ferti-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. – Coancestry among seeds harvested from the same mother</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Coancestry a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relatedness among seeds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-coancestry sum for all seeds</td>
<td>0.5N</td>
<td>(\theta_{self} = 0.5(1+F) = 0.5) (self-coancestry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSS-coancestry sum (CCS) among selfed seeds</td>
<td>0.5SN(SN-1)²</td>
<td>(\theta_a = 0.5) (between selfed seeds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS between selfed and non-selfed orchard seeds</td>
<td>SN²(0.5+f_s)(1-M-S)</td>
<td>(\theta_a = 0.25) (between self-halves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS between selfed and contaminated seeds</td>
<td>0.5SNM²</td>
<td>(\theta_c = 0.25) (between self-halves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS among non-selfed orchard seeds</td>
<td>0.5(0.5+f_s)Σ(n(n_i-1))</td>
<td>(\theta_m = 0.125) or 0.25 (half or full sib)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS between non-selfed and contaminated seeds</td>
<td>0.25(3f_s+0.5)ΣΣ(n_i-n_i)</td>
<td>(half or full sib)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS among contaminated seeds</td>
<td>0.5M³(f_s+0.5)(1-M-S)</td>
<td>(\theta_a = 0.125) or 0.25 (half or full sib)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Following Lindgren et al. (1996) based on unrelated and non-inbred parents In this column, subscript letters (s, n and c) represent selfed seeds, non-selfed orchard seeds, and contaminated seeds, respectively.
orchard fathers \((N_w)\) was higher than 10, the status number was steadily increased. The number of alien fathers \((N_a)\) had a little effect on the gene diversity of seeds compared with the number of orchard parents.

Based on literature review (see BILA, 2000), sibling coefficients \((\Psi)\) are most likely to be around 2 in seed orchards and 3 in forest stands. Thus, we used \(\psi_w = 2\) in the orchard and \(\psi_a = 3\) in the surround population for calculation status number.

Amount of selfed seeds produced was assumed to be 10% in this study. For the level of selfed sound seeds, the selfing rates of seed orchards estimated by isozyme analysis are mostly less than 10% (MÜLLER-STARCK, 1982; RUDIN et al., 1986) but may be higher in particular cases (RUDIN and EKBERG, 1982; LAI and WANG, 1997). When the number of alien fathers \((N_a)\) was higher than 500, its impact on status number became relatively small, further increase of the number of alien fathers had little influence on the status number. Therefore, we chose \(N_a = 500\) to calculate status number when there was relatedness among father parents (see below).

In the ideal situation where all fathers are equally fertile, no pollen contamination and no selfing, it was set that the ratio of selfed seeds \((S)\) was 10%, and the level of pollen contamination \((M)\) was 40%, respectively, which both values could be acceptable in most seed orchards (EL-KASSABY et al., 1989; SAVOLAINE, 1991). The typical values of \(\psi_w\) and \(\psi_a\) were taken from BILA (2000): \(\psi_w = 2\) and \(\psi_a = 3\). The number of alien fathers \((N_a)\) was set to be 500 that was reasonably large enough.

![Fig. 1. Status number \((N_s)\) of seeds from a single clone. In the ideal situation \((f_w = f_a = 0, M = 0, S = 0, \Psi_w = 1)\), \(N_s\) approached four as the number of orchard fathers \((N_w)\) increased. Relatedness among orchard fathers \((f_w)\) decreased \(N_s\). In the numerical scenarios, pollen contamination was 40% \((M = 0.4)\), selfing was 10% \((S = 0.1)\) and fertility variations \(\Psi_w = 2\) & \(\Psi_a = 3\). The number of alien fathers \((N_a)\) was set to be 500 that was reasonably large enough.](image)

![Fig. 2. Relatedness (coancestry, \(f\)) among seeds from a single mother in a clonal seed orchard: a) self-sibs, b) double paring of a parent, and c) half-sibs. A and B are orchard parents and C represents an alien father.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_w)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N_s)</td>
<td>2.139</td>
<td>2.469</td>
<td>2.603</td>
<td>2.676</td>
<td>2.721</td>
<td>2.817</td>
<td>2.850</td>
<td>2.867</td>
<td>2.885</td>
<td>2.893</td>
<td>2.899</td>
<td>2.909</td>
<td>2.909</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on literature review (see BILA, 2000), sibling coefficients \((\Psi)\) are most likely to be around 2 in seed orchards and 3 in forest stands. Thus, we used \(\psi_w = 2\) in the orchard and \(\psi_a = 3\) in the surround population for calculation status number. Amount of selfed seeds produced was assumed to be 10% in this study. For the level of selfed sound seeds, the selfing rates of seed orchards estimated by isozyme analysis are mostly less than 10% (MÜLLER-STARCK, 1982; RUDIN et al., 1986) but may be higher in particular cases (RUDIN and EKBERG, 1982; LAI and WANG, 1997). When the number of alien fathers \((N_a)\) was higher than 500, its impact on status number became relatively small, further increase of the number of alien fathers had little influence on the status number. Therefore, we chose \(N_a = 500\) to calculate status number when there was relatedness among father parents (see below).

Relat edness among seeds from a single mother is illustrated in Figure 2. In figure 2-a), it looks like self-sibs or double full sibs. If the seed parent A were inbred (e.g., \(F_A = 0.5\)), the coancestry between selfed seeds would be 0.75. But, we assumed in the present study that the parents were not inbred \((F_A = 0)\), and thus the coancestry between selfed seeds X1 and X2 equals \(f(X1,X2) = 0.5\).

For the coancestry between selfed and non-selfed seeds (Fig. 2-b); self-halves by ASKEW and EL-KASSABY (1994), \(f_{AA}\) equals to 0.5 \(\times (1 + F_A)\) and \(f_{AB} = 0\) and thus \(f_{X1,Y} = 0.25(2(0.5(1+0)+2(0))/2) = 0.25\) (Table 1). When the father
parents are equally fertile, there will be half sibs with the same family size (Fig. 2-c). However, as we deal with and discuss in this study, there may be half sibs, full sibs and relatives together if relatedness and fertility variation are assumed among the parents.

Relatedness between orchard pollen and contaminating pollen will not be considered through this study. Selected plus trees are transferred to the south or at low elevation for the establishment of seed orchards. Seed orchards have been established at the favourable place for better flowering and seed production. So, relatedness between orchard parents and trees near to the orchard can be ignored.

When there is some relatedness among parents

The results under the situation where there was some relatedness among trees are shown in Table 3 and Figure 1. Under this situation, various values of relatedness ($f_w$ and $f_a$) among trees were assumed while other factors were the same as in the situation where there was no relatedness.

Under the situation where the relatedness among pollen parents existed, relatedness decreased the status number ($N_s$) as relatedness among pollen parents ($f_w$ and $f_a$) increased. On the other hand, $N_s$ increased as the number of orchard fathers ($N_o$) increased. However, relatedness affected more strongly the decrease of status number than the number of orchard fathers. The effect of relatedness among alien fathers was small compared to that among orchard pollen parents.

If seeds were collected from a half-sib family parent as in seedling seed orchards ($f_w = 0.125$), $N_s$ ranged between 2.08 and 2.45 depending on the relatedness among alien fathers and the number of orchard fathers. For all full-sib parents ($f_w = 0.25$), $N_s$ was in general expected to be around 2.0 (Table 3).

Relatedness among individuals have built up through the aeons, the genes are copies of original ancestor's genes that are probably limited. The degree of relatedness depends on how many generations one goes back. On the other hand, there are mutations that make copies of the same gene different. Thus, relatedness and inbreeding are relative measures and related to the reference population where individuals are unrelated and non-inbred (KANG and LINDGREN, 1998). The formula [1] includes relatedness among seeds and fertility variation among parents. Thus, the status number from the formula can be interpreted as the number of unrelated and non-inbred individuals with equal fertility.

Inbreeding means the mating among individuals that are related to each other by ancestry. The degree of relationship between the individuals in a population depends on the size of the population (FALCONER and MACKAY, 1996). The essential consequence of two individuals having a common ancestor is that they may carry replicates of one of the genes present in the ancestor, causing inbreeding and inbreeding depression in offspring.

The interesting matter is recent relatedness. For forest tree breeding, it is common to consider the plus trees as the starting point and reference. If they are considered as unrelated and non-inbred, we get the accumulated relatedness and inbreeding since the selection of plus trees. The more tree breeding is advanced, the more interest will be in the loss of gene diversity because of the consideration of alternatives where the orchard parents are relatives. It could also be the case for seedling seed orchards.

There might be no or very little relatedness among clones in first generation seed orchards because they are genotypes from different stands where plus trees were selected. In general, it is not allowed to select plus trees more than one within the same stand in order to avoid relatedness. This kind of effort might have the expected effect; there was no relatedness among plus trees, and thus no relatedness among clones. For alien pollen parents, however, they are likely to come from the same population with generation overlap or with related individuals who are growing closely in space, which all makes the higher probability of relatedness than that among orchard pollen parents.

Selfing effects

Similarly with relatedness, selfing decrees the status number of seeds from a single clone (Fig. 3). Under the idealized situation, $N_s$ was ranged from 2 to maximum 4 (see also Fig. 1). Also, LINDGREN and MULLIN (1998) demonstrated that the maximum value of $N_s$ was four under idealized situation. But, as selfing increased as 0%, 10%, 25% and 50%, $N_s$ increased as 3.94, 3.28, 2.55 and 1.78 under the same conditions as in Table 2 and $N_s = 500$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_w$</th>
<th>$f_a$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.338</td>
<td>2.738</td>
<td>2.904</td>
<td>2.994</td>
<td>3.051</td>
<td>3.172</td>
<td>3.215</td>
<td>3.236</td>
<td>3.258</td>
<td>3.269</td>
<td>3.276</td>
<td>3.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>2.080</td>
<td>2.304</td>
<td>2.390</td>
<td>2.436</td>
<td>2.464</td>
<td>2.522</td>
<td>2.542</td>
<td>2.552</td>
<td>2.563</td>
<td>2.568</td>
<td>2.571</td>
<td>2.577</td>
<td>2.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.873</td>
<td>1.989</td>
<td>2.031</td>
<td>2.053</td>
<td>2.066</td>
<td>2.093</td>
<td>2.102</td>
<td>2.107</td>
<td>2.112</td>
<td>2.114</td>
<td>2.115</td>
<td>2.118</td>
<td>2.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.037</td>
<td>2.253</td>
<td>2.335</td>
<td>2.378</td>
<td>2.405</td>
<td>2.460</td>
<td>2.480</td>
<td>2.489</td>
<td>2.499</td>
<td>2.504</td>
<td>2.507</td>
<td>2.513</td>
<td>2.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.838</td>
<td>1.951</td>
<td>1.991</td>
<td>2.012</td>
<td>2.025</td>
<td>2.051</td>
<td>2.059</td>
<td>2.064</td>
<td>2.068</td>
<td>2.070</td>
<td>2.072</td>
<td>2.075</td>
<td>2.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2.234</td>
<td>2.597</td>
<td>2.745</td>
<td>2.826</td>
<td>2.877</td>
<td>2.984</td>
<td>3.022</td>
<td>3.041</td>
<td>3.060</td>
<td>3.070</td>
<td>3.076</td>
<td>3.088</td>
<td>3.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.997</td>
<td>2.203</td>
<td>2.282</td>
<td>2.323</td>
<td>2.349</td>
<td>2.402</td>
<td>2.420</td>
<td>2.429</td>
<td>2.438</td>
<td>2.443</td>
<td>2.446</td>
<td>2.451</td>
<td>2.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.805</td>
<td>1.913</td>
<td>1.952</td>
<td>1.972</td>
<td>1.985</td>
<td>2.010</td>
<td>2.018</td>
<td>2.022</td>
<td>2.027</td>
<td>2.029</td>
<td>2.030</td>
<td>2.033</td>
<td>2.033</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the numerical example, we did not consider the case when the number of orchard fathers equals zero \((N_w = 0)\), except the mother tree. That doesn't seem to be realistic. But, if there is only one parent in the seed orchard, selfing equals 1-M. For this situation, the status number \((N_s)\) increased from 1 to about 3.30 in the numerical example as the number of alien fathers \((N_s)\) increased (results not shown).

If it is assumed that there is 100% selfing of a non-inbred individual, meaning that there is only a seed parent in the seed orchard and no pollen contamination, the status number of orchard crop is one because self- and cross-coancestries are all 0.5 and thus group coancestry becomes 0.5. On the other hand, if the seed parent is inbred and selfed completely \((F_A = 1)\); a homogeneous line, \(S = 100\%\), \(N_s\) of seeds for this case will be 0.5 that is the minimum value for the status number (Lindgren et al., 1996).

With mating between related individuals, selfing further accelerates the reduction in gene diversity (heterozygosity) over generations (Yeh, 2000). This is because inbreeding reduces the status effective number. If a species has, however, low rate of selfing as in most economic conifer species, the effect of inbreeding due to selfing on the decay of gene diversity is small relative to that of relatedness and fertility variation (Yeh, 2000).

**Pollen contamination**

Pollen contamination increased \(N_s\) (Lindgren and Mullin, 1998). The large effect of pollen contamination appeared immediately when the number of orchard pollen parents increased only a few up to 10 (Fig. 4). After that, \(N_s\) was kept at almost the highest value of 3.29. The increase of status number caused by pollen contamination was relatively small when compared with the decrease caused by relatedness and selfing.

If there is 100% pollen contamination (i.e., \(S = 0\%\), \(N_w = 0\), \(N_s\) is a function of \(f_s\), \(N_s\), and \(\psi_s\). Contamination of seed orchard by background pollen depends on the isolation caused by distance and phenology as well as the ability of pollen dispersal and transport (Paule et al., 1993). Prat (1995) reported that effective pollen dispersal might be responsible for genetic variation in a Douglas-fir seed orchard.

Numerical results showed that the status number of seeds collected from a single clone generally ranged from 2 to 4 (Tables 2 and 3). Gene diversity \((GD)\) of seeds can be calculated relative to the reference population as \(GD = 1-1/2N_s\) (Kang and Lindgren, 1998, 1999). Thus, the relative gene diversity of seeds collected from the same mother will range from 0.75 to 0.83. It means that loss of gene diversity will be about 15 to 27% if the parents were mating randomly.

From the results of relatedness, selfing, fertility variation and pollen contamination, it can be concluded that status number for a single clone harvest will seldom be expected to be much lower than that of an ideal half-sib family \((N_s = 4)\). It may be lower if there is much selfing or high relatedness among clones. If there are more than 10 orchard pollen parents, it seems that the status number comes close to the maximum for any factors. When the number of pollen parents is only a few, the decrease of status number is very fast due to relatedness, selfing and fertility variation.

**Number of fathers**

The amount of genetic drift in a seed crop where the sex ratio of the parents is skewed is higher than that for a crop where the parental sex ratio is balanced (Kang et al., 2001a). From the sex ratio's point of view, \(N_s\) is the size of an ideal population having a 1:1 sex ratio, which is subject to the same degree of genetic drift as the population under consideration. Kang et al. (2001a) emphasized that inbreeding or genetic drift depends mainly on the numbers of the less-numerous sex. If there were a large number of pollen parents but only one seed parent, the status number of seeds would be only 4 as in the present study.

For both formulae derived in the present study, there is a common problem when estimating the status number of seeds from seed orchards. That is, we don't know exactly how many orchard fathers are contributing to produce orchard seeds from a single clone. It may be known when the number of male flowers or pollen production is accessed. But, that is still not the true contribution of fathers because of pollen dispersal, pollen competition and incompatibility.

It is hard to know the number of genotypes outside the orchard, which also contributes for seed production. However, it is obvious that the number of alien fathers is not equal to the number of the genotypes within the orchard but probably more.
Because of many reasons such as asynchrony, fertility difference and spatial isolation, only a part of clones in the orchard will contribute for seed production as fathers, which causes fertility variation. When we estimate the sibling coefficient $\Psi$ (fertility variation), the number of parents should be known.

Higher gain can be achieved by planting seedlings by family blocks, rather than mixing seeds from a given seed orchard (Li et al., 1999). The family block system redistributes the offspring of the production orchard, but it does not much reduce the genetic diversity found in the orchard because the parental contribution comes from all parents in the orchard since each parent produces both female and male gametes (Duzan and Williams, 1988). Thus, genes from all parents in the orchards can be represented in the use of half-sib families. Risk of catastrophic disaster from pests may be slight because genetic variability within a half-sib family block is still large. Even if there is severe pest attack, foresters can salvage the infected blocks in plantations or though rapid screening in the orchards. The most resistant parents can be crossed via supplemental mass pollination and then outplanted where the pest attack is likely to occur. Bishir and Roberson (1999) reported using computer simulation that the number of clone needed decreased as the intensity of pest attack increase. So, it would be better to use a moderate number of clones rather than many.

Several authors found differences in the reproductive success of different fathers in pollen mixtures or supplemental mass pollination (Moran and Griffen, 1986, Chellak et al., 1987; Schoen and Stewart, 1986). Differences in the reproductive success will make an increased fertility variation among pollen parents and decrease status number. But, in the other study, Yazdani and Lindgren (1991) did not find much difference.
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Appendix

According to Kang and Lindgren (1998), the relationship between sibling coefficient ($\Psi$) and coefficient of variation (CV) is

$$\Psi = CV^2 \left( \frac{N}{N-1} \right) + 1$$

and thus

$$CV^2 = \frac{N \left( \Psi - 1 \right)}{N-1}$$

Sibling coefficient ($\Psi$) describes how much orchard parents vary in fertility. It can be interpreted as the probability for sibs to occur when compared to the situation where parents are equally contributing to the gamete pool.

Since we are dealing with the whole population instead of samples, ($N-1/N$ can be removed (Kang and Lindgren, 1999). Hence, $\Psi = CV^2 + 1$ and thus $CV^2 = \Psi - 1$.

In this study, we designate that the corresponding $\Psi$ will be $\Psi_a$ and $\Psi_i$ for fertility variation among orchard fathers (excluding seed parent) and among alien pollen parents outside the orchard, respectively.

Based on the basic and general statistics with a random variable $x$,

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i^2 = N \cdot \bar{x}^2 + N \cdot CV^2$$

Thus, we can get a new formula as

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} x_i^2 = N \cdot \bar{x}^2 + (CV^2 + 1)$$
The aim of this study was to compare genetic diversity within and among *Quercus* spp. populations based on two contrasting types of nuclear markers. Seven mixed stands of *Quercus petraea* and *Quercus robur* were analysed using six highly polymorphic and codominantly inherited microsatellite markers as well as 155 dominant AFLP markers. Genetic differentiation and genetic diversity within each population were assessed. The intra- and inter-locus variances were calculated, and the results were used to compare the genetic diversity between populations. Both classes of markers revealed similar results: the genetic diversity within population and the genetic differentiation among populations is greater in *Q. petraea* than in *Q. robur*. The genetic differentiation is generally higher when AFLP markers were used in comparison to microsatellites. For AFLPs, the inter-locus variance is always much higher than the intra-locus variance, and explains why it was not possible to distinguish populations using this marker system. Finally, no significant positive correlation was found between the level of within-population diversity assessed with the two markers.

**Key words:** microsatellite, AFLP, genetic diversity, genetic differentiation, *Quercus robur, Quercus petraea*.

**Introduction**

The assessment of genetic diversity using nuclear markers can follow two different strategies for the species tested: sampling different populations and individuals as well as analysing an expanding number of loci. The associated components of sampling variance have been termed “intra-locus variance” and “inter-locus variance”, respectively, and, from the theoretical point of view, the inter-locus variance is considered to be much higher than the intra-locus component (NEI, 1987). Several PCR-based marker technologies are available now to characterise the genetic diversity of a species directly at the level of DNA (KARP et al., 1997). Microsatellite markers are provided by sequence-specific primer pairs and this makes their development time-consuming and expensive. However, once developed, they yield a maximum of information with refer to their codominant inheritance which enables to distinguish between both alleles of a single heterozygous locus. In contrast, markers such as Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) are more efficient since no species-specific sequence information is required for the development of PCR primers. They provide information on many loci which are commonly randomly distributed throughout the genome; however, such markers are usually dominantly inherited (BRIEYNE et al., 1997). Consequently, for a given investment of time and money, multilocus profiling techniques provide information on an enlarged number of loci in contrast to one-locus specific microsatellites, but the genotypic information obtained from each locus is reduced due to the dominant inheritance. Two contrasting sampling strategies can therefore be used.

**Comparison of Levels of Genetic Diversity Detected with AFLP and Microsatellite Markers within and among Mixed *Q. petraea* (Matt.) Liebl. and *Q. robur* L. Stands**
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